
Which has been made between Krisztina Illes (Breeder) and  …................ (Buyer) on the
present day ….............

PUPPY PURCHASED FOR:     FAMILY PET        BREEDING/SHOW

Name: Itadaki No …..............                            

Microchip :  …......................

Purchase price : EURO …...........

Breeder declares  and Buyer acknowledges that the above mentioned puppy has been
taken into his/her ownership in a healthy condition without any visible sign of illness. The
dog  does  not  have  any  parasite,  visibly  seen  injuries  and   has  already  received
vaccinations and dewormers according to his/her age. Breeder hereby declares that she
does not know about any obvious or hidden irregularity at the time of handover.

Breeder reminds  Buyer  to visit his/her veterinary to show the puppy and discuss further
vaccinations, dewormings and anti-parasite treatments. This contract + Pet Passport are
highly  recommended to  be shown to  his/her  veterinary  for  visibility  on dewormings,
vaccinations and anti-parasite treatments up to date.

Date of vaccination:  in Pet Passport

Date of deworming:

- …...............   Drontal    (2 weeks of age)

- …...............   Drontal    (4 weeks of age)

-..................   Drontal    (6 weeks of age)

- …...............   Advocate spot-on  (8 weeks of age)

Date of anti-parasite treatment:

- …...............   Frontline spray  (5 weeks of age)

- …...............   Advocate spot-on  (8 weeks of age) 



HEALTH GUARANTEE (IF PUPPY PURCHASED FOR PET):

Breeder declares that her breeding dogs are healthy, possesses health tests (HD, Patella,
PRA, CEA) but this does not exclude future illnesses of the puppy.

Until  the age of 24 months: In case of proven genetical illnesses confirmed  by two
separate veterinaries , Breeder pays back 50% of the puppy’s  purchase price after the
dog will be neutered and certificate has arrived from vet. Photo must be shown it and
need the vet's phone number, contact email address. Puppy's original Pedigree need to
send back to Breeder.

For  Hip  Dysplasia: there  is  no  guarantee  as  its  genetic  inheritance  is  not  proven.
Please  note:  two  dogs  with  great  hip  results  might  produce  a  litter  with  bad  hips.
Owner needs to be aware of the environmental influences so as to reduce the risk of
developing HD, even that is no guarantee unfortunately.

For CEA: there is no guarantee as it does not affect the dog’s quality of life.

BREEDING GUARANTEE (IF PUPPY PURCHASED FOR BREEDING):

Breeder declares that her breeding dogs are healthy, possesses health tests (HD, Patella,
PRA, CEA) but this does not exclude future illnesses of the puppy.

Until  the age of 24 months: In case of proven genetical illnesses confirmed  by two
separate veterinaries , Breeder pays back 50% of the puppy’s  purchase price after the
dog will be neutered and certificate has arrived from vet. Photo must be shown it and
need the vet's phone number, contact email address. Puppy's original Pedigree need to
send back to Breeder.

For  Hip  Dysplasia: there  is  no  guarantee  as  its  genetic  inheritance  is  not  proven.
Please  note:  two  dogs  with  great  hip  results  might  produce  a  litter  with  bad  hips.
Owner needs to be aware of the environmental influences so as to reduce the risk of
developing HD, even that is no guarantee unfortunately.

For CEA: there is no guarantee as it does not affect the dog’s quality of life.

Until the age of 12 months  it will have incorrect bite or in case of stud dog  0 or 1
undescended testicle (confirmed  by two separate veterinaries),  Buyer can choose from
the following two compensations:

1. Breeder pays back 50% of the puppy’s  purchase price after the dog is neutered and
certificate has arrived from vet. Photo must be shown as proof and the vet's contact
details (phone, email) must also be provided. Puppy's original Pedigree needs to be sent
back to Breeder.

2. Dog will be transferred back to Breeder on Buyer's expenses. Breeder offers Buyer  a
puppy from any next litter within 1 year . Transport fee is due to Buyer.



IF PUPPY PURCHASED AS A FAMILY PET it is not allowed to be bred.

If Buyer will use the above mentioned puppy as a breeding dog in the future, the dog has
to be transported back to Breeder.

The purchase price of the dog will not be refunded to Buyer, transport fee will be due for
Buyer. 

* If Buyer wants to use the above mentioned puppy as a breeding dog (s)he may only do
it with Breeder’s written permission in advance.

In this case Buyer needs to pay the difference between a pet puppy and show/breed
puppy. When money has arrived to Breeder's bank account she will  send the Export
Pedigree to Buyer to enable him/her to register the dog at his/her Kennel Club.

IF PUPPY IS MALE: Breeder retains the right to use him at stud on any female owned,
co-owned or leased by the Breeder, with the understanding that no stud fee or other
consideration will be paid to the Buyer by Breeder. This provision shall be limited to a
total of two (2) litters in the male's lifetime that result in a minimum of two (2) surviving
pups per litter.  All  Vet charges, including collecting, chilling or freezing and shipping
semen will be due to Breeder. 

IF PUPPY IS FEMALE: Breeder retains the right to buy one (1) puppy (not first pick but
chosen by Breeder) for half of the above mentioned selling price from any future litter.
Shipping fee will be due to Breeder. 

If Pedigree is not yet processed by the Hungarian Kennel Club at the date of
puppy handover it will be sent by Breeder later via FedEx.

We, the undersigned parties declare, that we know and acknowledge all the obligations
resulting  from this  Purchase Agreement.  In the event  of  litigation,  it  will  be  held in
Hungary following the Hungarian practices.

…................................................                   …...............................................

                  Breeder                                                               Buyer


